




(Communicated by Prof. A. HEYTING at tho meeting of November 29, 1969)
1. biTRODl;CTION
GIBSON has introduced in [10] into intuitionism a Stieltjes type inte-
gration which is the analogue of the Brouwer integral. In [12] we have
introduced a wider class of integrators than Gibson utilizes; we have
given up the requirement of calculability of the variation of the integrator
and have introduced Riemann-Stieltjes type integration for full functions.
It turns out that this type of integration is particularly useful in the
theory of moments and in spectral analysis. In that article, attention is
primarily directed towards the integration of full functions, and the most
general type of integrator hardly ever appears in the role of a function:
in particular, its domain of definition has not been subjected to any close
inspection. Moreover, the integral is invariably of the Riemann type, and
a more general integral, which would be the intuitionist analogue of the
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, has not been introduced there. It is precisely
for discussing these topics that we are continuing here the generalization
of Gibson's process of integration.
We reproduce here the relevant definitions from [12]. A full function
of bounded variation is also called a lull integrator, and the species of all
full integrators on the closed unit interval I is denoted by FB V (I). If
the variations Vp = Vp(g) of a full integrator g taken over all possible
partitions P of I possess a supremum, then it is called the total variation
of g; and in that case g is said to be 01 calculable variation. I being a full
function, and g being a full integrator, the integral of I with respect to g
exists and is denoted by g(f). A sequence gl, g2, ... of full integrators is
said to be implicitly convergent if the sequence of Stieltjes integrals
gl(f), g2(f), ... converges for any full integrand I. An implicitly convergent
sequence of full integrators is also termed a limiting integrator. By the
coincidence of two limiting integrators gl, g2, ... and gl', g2', ... we mean
that the Stieltjes integrals (gn - gn' )(f) of any full integrand I converge
to zero as n tends to infinity. The species of all limiting integrators
coinciding with a given limiting integrator is called an integrator core;
and the species of all integrator cores will be denoted by BV(I). BV(I)
is the completion of FBV(I) with respect to implicit convergence. G being
an integrator core in B V(I) containing a limiting integrator gl, g2, ... ,
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the integral G(/) of a full integrand f with respect to G is defined as the
limit of gl(/), g2(/), ....
2. AN INTEGRATOR CORE AS AN INTEGRATOR FUNCTION
We shall use the method of extension due to Daniell of which excellent
expositions can be found in [14] and [16]: the procedure must however
be modified severely in several points in order to conform it to the spirit
of the constructive mathematics initiated by Brouwer. The pursuit of the
Daniell scheme will not lead us to any strong constructive theory of the
integral, but will permit us to understand in which sense an integrator
core is an integrator "function".
An infinitely proceeding sequence So, Sl, S2, ... of real (or complex)
numbers is said to be of bounded variation if there exists a real number
o {: 0, such that Isol +~ ISk - Sk-11 ::j> 0 for each n, 0 is called an upper
bound oj the total variation of the sequence, and in case 0 possesses a
supremum, the series '2 (Sk-Sk-1) is absolutely convergent and hence
convergent. Two sequences So, S1, S2, ... and to, h, t2, ... which are both of
bounded variation are said to coincide if the sequence So - to, Sl - ii, ...
converges to zero. The species of all sequences of bounded variation
coinciding with a given sequence of bounded variation will also sometimes
be termed a quasi-number core.
A full quasi-function of the closed unit interval I is an assignment of
a quasi-number core to each real number core in I: the quasi-function
is said to be defined at a point at which the assigned quasi-number is even
a real number; while we use the term quasi-defined for the general situation.
Let G be an integrator core on the closed unit interval I, which contains
a limiting integrator gl, g2, .... Let fo(x), h(x), ... be a sequence of full
functions of I such that there exists a constant M -r 0, such that
n
sup '2 l/k(x) - /k-1(X) 1 ::j> M for each n
I 0
(where, in accordance with the customary usage, we use f-1(X) = °identi-
cally). Obviously, the sequence fo(x), h(x), ... determines a full quasi-
function which we denote by F(x). F(x) is defined at all those points at
which fo(x), /l(x), ... converges.
The sequence G(/o), G(/1), ... is of bounded variation. For, for each n,




which have been recognized as valid, we choose exactly one. If (i) has
been chosen for a certain k, we put qk= 0, while if (ii) has been chosen,
we put qk=sgn(G(/k)-G(/k-1)) (where sgnz=z/Iz! is defined for all z apart
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from zero). As G defines a full linear functional on the space of all full
functions of the closed unit interval, it is continuous and hence bounded:
we denote by 0 (<j::: 0) a bound of G. We then have
n n
IIG(/k)-G(/k-1)1 < 2 G(qk(/k-/k-1))+2-n =
o 0
n
= G( 2 qk(/k - /k~ 1))+ 2- n ::j> OM -1 2-n, for each n
o
n n
(as sup ~ 2 qk(/k - /k-1)~ :> sup L ~/k - /k-r! :> M, for each n), from which
I 0 I 0
it follows that G(/o), G(/1), ... is of bounded variation. The above line of
reasoning can be applied also to prove that if fo', h', ... is another sequence
of full functions which also determines the same quasi-function F(x), then
G(/o'), G(/1'), ... coincides with G(/o), G(/1), .... With this we have proved
(1) Every integrator core G assigns a quasi-number G(F) to every full
quasi-function P(x) determined by a sequence fo(x), !I(x), ... of full functions
which is a sequence of bounded variation, the total variation being bounded
uniformly with respect to x.
The quasi-number G(1') is called the quasi-integral of F with respect
to G: it is called an integral in case it is a real number core.
We have seen that the Daniell scheme leads only to a process of quasi-
integration which is really not very meaningful to the intuitionist who
does not recognize sequences of bounded variation as a proper substitute
for real numbers. However, the above construction will be very valuable
in analysing the nature of an integrator core. l' being a closed interval
c :i> x :i> d (where 0 ::j> c .> d ::j> 1) contained in I, we denote by HI' = He, d
the full quasi-function which is the characteristic function of I', i.e., HI'
is equal to 1 on I' and vanishes for all points apart from 1'. IIr(x) = He,d(X)
is determined by the sequence of full functions Il~/(x) (n= 1,2, ... ) where
H~/(x)~O for 0::l> x::l> c-2~n, and for d+2-n::l> x:::l> 1;
c, 1 for c :i> x ::? d;
and it proceeds linearly in the intervals c ~ 2-n ::j> x ::j> c and d :i> x ::j>
::j> d + 2-n. (This can be modified suitably in case either c = 0, or d = 1.)
We now define a full quasi-function G(x) by the formula
G(x) = G(Ho,x) - G(Ho,o)
(the terms on the right hand side are quasi-integrals with respect to G).
Obviously, G(O) = O. The quasi-function G(x) is called the full integrator
quasi-function associated w'ith the integrator core G. We notice that
(2) Any integrator quasi-function associated with an integrator core is of
bounded variation, and each bound of the integrator core (considered as a
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full linear functional on the space of all full functions on I) is also a bound
of the total variation of the associated integrator quasi-function.
For, G being an integrator core, 0 <j::: 0 a bound of G considered as a
full linear functional, and 0 = Xo :::j> Xl :::j> X2 :::j> ••• :::j> Xn = 1 being finitely
many points of I, we have
"L IG(Xk)-G(Xk-I)! :::j> O.
1
In fact, the left hand side of the above inequality is = L; IG(Ho,Xk)-
-G(HO,Xk_l)l, and in order to show that this is :::j> 0, we have to verify
this for every L~ IG(HK"'k)-G(H8,"'k_l)! (p=l, 2, 3, ... ). Fixing p, we can
determine for fixed m, numbers qk such that qk=sgn (G(HK"'k)-G(H~k_l))'
or else qk= 0 while IG(HK"'k) -G(HK"'k_l)1 < 2-m/n. Thus L; IG(HK"'k)-
-G(HK<l:k_l)1 <G(L;qk(HK"'k-HK"'k_l))+2-m:::j> 0·1+2-m for every m,
so that it cannot be greater than O. (We utilize the fact that the full
function L; qk(H8,"'k - HK"'k_l) is bounded by 1 in absolute value.)
The reader might at this stage expect that we shall prove also the
converse i.e., that each full quasi-function of bounded variation determines
an integrator core. This would give quite a neat analogy with the classical
theory. However, that the expected analogy is false is shown by the
following theorem.
(3) It is contradictory that each full quasi-function of bounded variation
determines a full linear functional of the space of all full functions on I.
For, assume that each full quasi-function G of bounded variation de-
termines a full linear functional tP = tPG of the space of full functions.
Corresponding to each sequence a of l's and 2's extracted from the binary
fan, we define a bounded monotone sequence toa, ha, '" as follows
tna = 0 if the first n terms of a are all l's,
= 1 if there occurs a 2 among the first n terms of a.
Denoting by ta the quasi-number core determined by this sequence, we
define a full quasi-function Ga(x)=ta·x which also vanishes at the origin.
The corresponding full linear functional of the space of full functions we
denote by tPa= tPGa. f(x) being the full function which is everywhere
equal to 1, tPa(f) is a real number, which is equal to 0 if a= (1, 1, 1, ... ),
but is equal to 1 if a is apart from (1, 1, 1, ... ). Now, for each a extracted
from the binary fan, ItPa(f) I<!, or > 1. In the former case, a cannot be
apart from (1,1,1, ... ) so that it is equal to (1, 1, 1, ... ). In the latter
case a cannot be equal to (1, 1, 1, ... ). From this would follow the contra-
dictory result that each sequence of l 's and 2's extracted from the binary
fan is either equal to or unequal to the sequence (1, 1, 1, ... ).
3. THE DOMAIN OF DEFINITION OF A POSITIVE DEFINITE INTEGRATOR CORE
We shall first establish the position of the theory of Gibson in the
context of our theory by proving the following theorem.
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(1) Each positive definite integrator core is defined on a dense subspecies
01 the closed unit interval 1.
Let G be a positive definite integrator core of I which contains a limiting
integrator gI, g2, .... Let 1': a :::p. x :::p. b (0 :::p. a :::p. b :::p. 1) be a closed sub-
interval of I. We shall denote, as in [12], the metric Banach space-of all
full functions of I by F(I). The subspecies of F(I) consisting of all the
full functions of I vanishing for 0 :::p. x :::p. a as well as for b :::p. x :::p. 1 will
be denoted by Fr(I). We shall show that Fr(I) is a located (see [7],
and [13] in which this term corresponds to "von bekannter Stelle") sub-
species of F(I). Let I be any full function of F(I) and let M1 be its supremum
on the closed interval 0 :::p. x :::p. a, and M 2 its supremum on b :::p. x :::p. l.
Then the distance of I from Fr(I) is M = max (MI, M 2 ) . For, obviously
the distance of I from any function in Fr(I) cannot be less than M.
Further, corresponding to each n, we shall exhibit a function In in Fr(I)
whose distance from I is < M + 2-n. We determine an h. (whose existence
follows from the uniform continuity implied by the fullness of f) such that
I/(a) - l(x)1 < 2-n- 1 for a :::p. x :::p. a-s-h.
and
I/(b)-/(x)I<2-n- 1 for b-h:::p.x:::p.b.
We define In(x) as that full function in Fr(I) which is equal to zero for
o :::p. x :::p. a, as well as for b:::p. x :::p. 1, is equal to I(x) in the interval
a + h. :::p. x 1- b - h, and proceeds linearly between a and a +h, as well as
between b- hand b. Clearly,
sup I/(x)-ln(x)1 :::p. max (M, I/(a)1 +2-n- 1, I/(b)1 +2-n-1 ) :::p. M +2-n-1
I
so that the distance of I(x) from In(x) is <M+2-n.
From the locatedness of Fr(I) follows that it permits a cataloguing
and that each full mapping of Fr(I) into the real linear continuum is
continuous (see [13]). In particular, the integrator core G determines a
full linear functional of Fr(I) which is even uniformly continuous and
hence bounded on Fr(I). In fact, denoting by HI' the characteristic
function of 1', the quasi-number G(Hr-) is the bound of G on Fr(I) in
the sense that each upper bound of G(Hr-) is a bound of G on the functions
of norm 1 (i.e., with supremum of the absolute value equal to 1) contained
in Fr(I). In order to prove this we notice first of all that the positive
definiteness of G implies that the quasi-number G(Hr-) contains a bounded
monotone sequence of real numbers. For, in particular, for the functions
H~, defined in the previous section, H~, -H~;m(m>O) is a non-negative-
valued full function so that the positive definiteness of G entails that
G(H~, _H~;m) {: 0 i.e., G(H~,) {: G(H~;m). Moreover, if I is any full
function in Fr(I), such that sup I/(x)1 = 1, then I(x) :::p. Hr(x) at each point
I
at which HI' is defined, in particular, at each point of 1'. The positive
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definiteness of G implies that G(f)::} any upper bound of G(Hr); for,
the assumption that G(f) > some upper bound of G(HI') would imply that
G(f) exceeds each G(H~)m) from a certain n onwards (m;>O) which contra-
dicts the fact that f(x) ::} H~,(x) at each point of I, for each value of n.
For each closed subinterval I' of I, we shall denote the quasi-number
G(Hr) by VI' = Vr(G). We notice that as HI is full on I, VI is a real
number core. Starting from a closed subinterval 1': a ::} x ::} b of positive
length (i.e., b> a), we shall construct a point in it at which the integrator
core G is defined. Inside L' we take two subintervals
II': a+l(b-a) ::} x::} a+i(b-a)
and
U: a+i(b-a) ::} x::} b-t(b-a).
As b > a, an n can be indicated such that
for every m ;»0, at each x in I. From this follows that
which is to be understood in the sense that to each upper bound 0' of
the right hand side, there correspond upper bounds 0 1' , O2' of the two
terms on the left hand side, such that 0 1' +O2' ::} 0'.
Let ala2aa ... be a convergent infinite product with each an> 1, and
let its limit be IX> 1. Either 0 1' or O2' is < al 0'/2. Of those of II' and 12'
for which the corresponding 0 1' respectively O2' has been recognized to
be < al 0'/2, we choose exactly one and call it I", while the corresponding
bound of VI" is denoted by 0". By repeating this process with I", we
acquire an interval I'" which is contained in I", has length equal to a
quarter of the length of 1", has end points apart from the end points of 1",
and for which 0'" < a20"/2 < 2- 2 al a20' is a bound of VI"" In this way we
obtain a sequence 1',1", I"', ... of intervals such that (i) each I(n) is con-
tained in I(n-l), but has end points apart from the end points of I(n-l);
(ii) the length of I(n) is 4-n+1(b-a); (iii) VI(B) has a bound
From this follows the existence of a point y common to all the intervals
I(n) and contained in strict interior of each I(n). Moreover, given any
natural number k, an interval J k(Y): Y - hk ::} X ::} Y+hk (with hk> 0) can
be indicated such that VJk(Y) has a bound less than 2-k • We indicate this
last property by saying that y is a point of zero variation of G. It follows
that IG(f)1 < 2-k for each function of F Jk(y)(I) which is bounded by 1.
We assert that G is defined at y in the sense that the integrator quasi-
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function associated with G is defined at y. Corresponding to each k, there
exists an n such that 2-n < hk , so that H~. v - H~.~m is in FJk(y)(1) for each
m;» 0, while it is also bounded by 1 on I, so that
from which follows the convergence of the sequence G(H~.v), G(H~.v), '"
so that G is defined at y.
We have shown that each subinterval l' of I of strictly positive length
has a point in its interior at which G is defined; in other words, G is
defined on a dense subspecies of I. We have even shown that a dense
subspecies of I can be indicated on which G is defined and each of whose
points is a pomt of zero variation of G. A dense species of points of
definition of G which are also points of zero variation of G will also be
termed a primary domain of (definition of) G.
The above theorem is quite a remarkable one from the point of view
of intuitionism. Speaking intuitively but non-mathematically, this amounts
to saying that each monotone non-decreasing integrator quasi-function
(which is classically speaking a monotone non-decreasing function) has
to be defined on a dense subspecies of the closed unit interval. It is to
be noticed that the fact that the initial species is the closed unit interval
was not utilized in the proof. The result can therefore be extended to the
whole real line and it is seen that every positive definite integrator core
of the real line (which integrates every full function of the real line which
vanishes outside some finite interval) is bounded above as well as below
(although its supremum or its infimum need not exist) and is defined on
a dense subspecies of the real line. This confirms Gibson's contention:
"It appears that the weakest possible condition is that the domain
of the integrator must he dense in the real line, ..." ([10], p. 6).
However, as the sum of two positive definite integrator cores is itself a
positive definite integrator core, the following assertions of Gibson appear
to be unjustified:
"The above relaxation of the initial assumptions of the theory destroys
closure properties enjoyed by the integrators in classical mathematics.
Given two integrators we have no reason to suppose that a single point
can be indicated on which both are defined, or, expressed more lucidly,
we lose closure under addition." ([10], p. 6).
We shall now sketch the theory of measure and integration with respect
to positive definite integrator cores. In order to have the most general
theory, we shall consider integrator cores of the real line and we shall
simply term them monotone (non-decreasing) integrators.
Let G be a monotone integrator and let PDc be a primary domain
of G. Let Xo be a point in PDG . Given any natural number k, we can
indicate an interval Jk(xo): Xo' hk:::l> x:::I> xo-Ihk (hk=hk(xo»O) about Xo
such that 2-k is a bound for the full linear functional G on FJk(xo)(I).
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From this follows that if Xl , Xz are any two points of PD G which also
lie in J k(XO) then IG(Xl ) - G(xz)1 < 2- k • We express this property by saying
that
(2) The monotone int egrator G is continuous on any 01 its primary domains.
At this point we are in a position to apply Gibson's theory without
any essential changes. By defining an extension point as in [10], we extend
the monotone integrator from its primary domain to its extended domain:
we obtain an inextensible integrator which is continuous on the right.
We notice that we have only relaxed Gibson 's conditions in the sense
that we do not require our integrator to possess a supremum or an infimum
on the real line which we denote by L. The whole construction (cells,
rows of cells, residues etc.) as well as all the theorems given by GIBSON
in [10], ch. I. sees. 1.-6. remain valid for our monotone integrators.
Diffculty arises from sec. 7. onwards when the supremum and the infimum
are used.
The theorems of [10], ch. I. , sec. 7. (p. 15.) can be reformulated as
follows and their proofs can be given exactly as in Gibson's thesis.
(a) II m is a lower bound and M an upper bound 01 G then the sum 01
the measures 01 two disjoint residues cannot exceed M - m. (loc. cit. theorem
VIII.)
(b) II the row 01 cells 0 is disjoint [rom. the residue R then the sum 01
their measures cannot exceed M -m. (loc. cit. theorem IX.)
(c) II qi, qz, ... , qn are positive rationals, and il RI, ... , R n are residues 01
measures exceeding M - m - qI, M - m - qz, ... , M - m - qn, then the measure
01 their intersection exceeds M - m - (L;' qt). (Ioc. cit. theorem X.)
4. MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
In the sequel, we shall denote also the measure generated by G by
the same symbol G. We proceed to construct the measure and the corre-
sponding integral on the lines of Gibson's theory.
A species Q of points will be termed almost lull if for each cell 0 and
each natural number k, a residue R contained in the intersection of Q
with 0 can be indicated such that G(R) < G(O) - 2-k • Notions dependent
upon almost fullness can now immediately be introduced. However, in
contradistinction to Gibson's theory, a measure is not necessarily assigned
to an almost full species. A species S of points is said to be measurable
if for each cell 0 and each positive rational q, the intersection of S with
o coincides with a row of cells on a residue of measure exceeding G(O) - q.
As shown in [10], eh. II., sec. 1., the measure G(SO) of the intersection
SO is unambiguously defined. 0 1, Oz, . .. being an ascending sequence of
cells whose union equals the whole real line L , if G(SOI) , G(SOz), ... has
a supremum for a certain measurable species S then the supremum is
called the measure G(S) of S, and we say that S has calculable measure.
It can easily be shown that the value of G(S) is independent of the choice
of the sequence 0 1, O2, •• • of cells. All the theorems given in [10], ch. II.
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remain valid if an extra condition of calculability of the measure is im-
posed wherever necessary.
As each cell has calculable measure, measurability and the integral on
cells can be defined in exactly the same way as in [10], ch. III. As L
has not a calculable measure in the general case , we shall need a theory
in which the integral of a function may be defined on a species to which
a measure has not necessarily been assigned: we can utilize for this purpose
the technique used by VAN ROOTSELAAR [9], and by Gibson in [10], ch. IlL,
sec. 4., which is in fact inspired by the definition of the improper Riemann
integral on the real line.
A bounded function f is called measurable on L if it is measurable on
each cell O. If L is the union of an ascending sequence of cells 0 1, O2, •••
and if G(f; On), the integral of f over On with respect to the integrator G,
converges as n tends to infinity, we write G(f; L)= lim G(f; On) and call
it the integral of f over L, and say that the bounded function f is integrable
over L. If f is a non-negative function, we can extend the species function
G(f; 0) from the cells to a measure and say that f is measurable on a
species S if S is measurable with respect to this measure, while the calcu-
lability of the measure of S in this sense will be termed the integrability
of f on S.
We conclude with an example relevant to this article. a being a sequence
of l'sand 2's extracted from the binary fan, we define a full monotone
integrator Ga of the real line as follows:
Ga(O)=O;
and for any positive integer n,
Ga(n)=1-2-n if among the first n terms of a no 2 occurs,
while
Ga(n)=2-2-n if among the first n terms of a, a 2 does occur;
and Ga proceeds linearly between integral values; while, for non-positive x,
Ga(x) = - Ga( - x). By applying a standard reasoning, we conclude that
it is contradictory that every Ga has calculable variation, so that it is
contradictory that the real line L has calculable measure with respect
to every Ga. Now, let f be a full function of the real line defined by the
prescription that f(m) = 2- lm I for every integer (positive, negative, or zero)
m, while f proceeds linearly between integral values. For any natural
number n, denoting by On the cell with end points -n and n, we have
from which the convergence of Ga(f; On) as n tends to infinity immediately
follows, so that Ga(f; L) is defined for every a. We shall briefly indicate
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how this example can suitably be modified to provide examples relevant
to the theories of van Rootselaar and Gibson.
Denoting by B the Brouwer integral as well as its generalization by
van Rootselaar, we notice that the range of values La of Ga cannot have
a calculable Brouwer measure for every a. We denote Ga(x} by X a. As
Ga(x} is a monotone strictly increasing full function, it provides a one-one
mapping of every cell C of the real x-axis L to a certain cell Ca of the
Xa-axis. The one-one correspondence between x and X a will be indicated
by writing x(Xa} and Xa(x) respectively. We denote by Fa(Xa} the function
which is full on La, and which assumes the values Fa(Xa} = j(x(Xa}). It
follows that, for any cell C, B(Fa; Ca)=Ga(f; Ca}. From this it follows
that B(Fa; La) is defined in the sense of van Rootselaar's gb-summability
for any a extracted from the binary fan.
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